ABBOTT WORKHOLDING PRODUCTS

DOUG REED  785-776-8555  785-587-0004-FAX
430 MCCALL RD  MANHATTAN, KS  66502
dreed@abbottworkholding.com  ABBOTTWORKHOLDING.COM

Abbott Workholding Products is a leading manufacturer of chuck jaws (steel, aluminum and cast iron) and tombstones for CNC turning and milling machines.

ABITL

DARREN BRASIOLA  918-688-5139  ROB BARTLETT  918-446-5363
6755 STATE HWY 66  TULSA, OK  74131
tina@abitl.com  ABIT.COM

Custom powder coating and sandblasting for: Industrial, oil & gas, commercial, architectural, residential, automotive, metal fabricators, appliances, marine, aerospace, electronics and telecommunications.

ACCESS SALES ASSOCIATES, INC

BRIAN HEIL  913-432-8266  913-432-4279-FAX
5845 HORTON, STE 107  MISSION, KS  66202
info@asareps.com  ASAREPS.COM

Access Sales Associates, Inc. sells cutting tools, precision measuring equipment, MRO supplies, machine tools and related products through industrial distribution.

ACCURATE DRILLING

TOM WAMPLER  316-263-0472  316-263-2436-FAX
5936 W 21ST STREET  WICHITA, KS  67205
accurate@coxmachine.com  GUNDRILLER.COM

We are a deep hole drilling company. We drill deep holes in all types of metals up to 60 inches deep.
ACCUTEK INC
TIMOTHY FARA  312-857-6577  630-749-4242-FAX
15 W COMMERCIAL AVENUE   ADDISON, IL  60101
sales@accutekusa.com      ACCUTEKUSA.COM

Accutek manufactures, sales and services high-quality tool holding and work holding products for the metalworking industry. Standard high precision technology holders and lathe products.

ACIETA
MARK SUMNER  844-4-ACIETA  712-328-3630-FAX
2906 21ST AVENUE  COUNCIL BLUFFS, IA  51501
info@acieta.com   ACIETA.COM

Acieta has integrated 4,500+ automation systems in North America and is committed to solving manufacturing challenges – lowering costs, increasing productivity and addressing labor shortfalls.

ADDITIVE MANUFACTURING LLC
GATES FRAZIER  877-238-7907  512-524-3638-FAX
21088 BAKE PARKWAY, #106  LAKE FOREST, CA  92630
gfrazier@additivemanufacturingllc.com
ADDITIVEMANUFACTURING LLC.COM

From prototypes to production, we provide multiple manufacturing services for custom designed plastic and metal parts. CNC, sheet metal, injection molding, 3D printing and more.
2D/3D computer-aided drafting and design services, shop drawings, as-builds, reverse engineering, steel detailing, BIM, MEP, AR/VR, FEA, IIot, Digital Twins, 3D printing and scanning, plots, copies and more.

Air Capital is a distributor for air compressors, nitrogen generators, vacuum pumps and related equipment. We provide air audits, aluminum piping and service all makes.

Industrial manufacturing machine tool services: rebuild, repair, installation, relocation, preventive maintenance and laser calibration of linear and rotary axis. Sales: work holding, tooling and consumables.
ALLIED MACHINE & ENGINEERING CORPORATION

BECKY COMPTON 330-343-4283 330-602-3400-FAX
120 DEEDS DRIVE DOVER, OH 44622
bcompton@alliedmachine.com ALLIEDMACHINE.COM

Allied devotes its advanced engineering and manufacturing capabilities to creating the widest selection of value-added tooling available to metal-cutting industries around the world.

ALLIED OIL & SUPPLY INC

BETHANEY TINTO 402-829-1276
2209 S 24TH ST OMAHA, NE 68108
btinto@allied-oil.com ALLIEDOIL.COM

Allied Oil & Supply, Inc. has over 60 years of experience working in the transport, consumer and industrial industries.

ALLIED PLASTIC SUPPLY

JOE WOLF 816-377-9547-c 800-847-7098
1819 NW 5TH STREET OKLAHOMA CITY, OK 73106
jwolf@alliedplastic.org ALLIEDPLASTIC.ORG

All variations of plastics. Featuring Boltaron! Plastic materials for your parts from acrylic, polycarbonate, PETG, polyolefins plus Nylon-to-PEEK engineering plastics. We’ve got it!

ALLMETAL RECYCLING, LLC

CLINT CORNEJO 316-262-1475 316-201-1686-FAX
800 E 21ST STREET NORTH WICHITA, KS 67214
ccornejo@amrrecycles.com AMRRECYCLES.COM

AllMetal Recycling is a full-service metal recycling center for ferrous, non-ferrous and hi-temp aircraft alloys. We offer on-site services, dismantling and sell new/used steel.
ANDREWS TOOL COMPANY
FRANK WALKER
852
2026 WEST PIONEER PARKWAY B-10
ARLINGTON, TX 76013
sales@andrewstool.com
ANDREWSTOOL.COM
Manufacturer of ergonomic, reliable, high precision portable power feed machines that limit injury and decrease manufacturing costs.

APPLEGATE EDM, INC
WAYNE APPLEGATE
046
2405 SQUIRE PLACE
FARMERS BRANCH, TX 75234
wapplegate@applegateedm.com
APPLEGATEEDM.COM
EDM job shop: Wire, sinker, deep hole drilling. AS9100/ISO 9001:2015 certified. Wire EDM to 24” thick. Customers include aerospace, defense, power generation, oil and gas.

ARE INDUSTRIES
TILA HOLLOWAY
505, 506
1922 W HARRY CT
WICHITA, KS 67213
tila@esidirect.com
AREINDUSTRIES.COM
Provider of industrial washing, blasting and deburring equipment. Fabrication services and special equipment.

ARIES ALLIANCE
JOHN PAUL LIBBY
041
1610 AIRPORT ROAD
MONROE, NC 28110
jlibby@cyrilbath.com
ARIES-ALLIANCE.COM
The Aries Alliance technology portfolio includes: stretch forming, hot forming, superplastic forming, mirror milling and linear friction welding. Aries Manufacturing offers precision components for aircraft.
Manufacturer of chemical solutions for cutting, cleaning and protecting metals. Products include coolants, tapping and drilling fluids, cutting oils, lubricating oils, cleaner/degreasers and rust preventatives.

API provides portable metrology solutions and services including laser trackers, accessories, portable arms and laser scanning products.

Automation-Plus specializes in product identification equipment and services. We will be showing our marking capabilities along with new mobile printing technologies.
BARR-THORP ELECTRIC  068, 70A, 70B
JACK BASGALL  316-665-2100  316-265-4666-FAX
8620 E 34TH STREET NORTH  WICHITA, KS  67226
jack.basgall@barr-thorp.com  BARR-THORP.COM

Barr-Thorp Electric Company Inc. is a provider of high technology products to the industrial manufacturing, original equipment manufacturing (OEM) and system integration markets.

BARRY SALES ENGINEERING, INC  845, 847
TROY BRODHAGEN  316-288-4427  913-649-6149-FAX
7804 E FUNSTON, SUITE 215  WICHITA, KS  67207
tbrodhagen@barrysalesinc.com  BARRYSALESINC.COM

Specializing in industrial controls, sensors, factory automation products and turnkey solutions. Includes robotic, machine safety, PID control, temperature, pressure, flow, position, barcode and vision solutions.

BARTON SOLVENTS, INC  829
DAVE WILLIAMS  316-321-1540  316-321-1599-FAX
2601 PIONEER DR  EL DORADO, KS  67042
davew@barsol.com  BARSOL.COM

Industrial distributor and compounder of solvents, chemicals, oils, resins and cleaners for industrial use.
bavius technologie, German machine tool manufacturer of 5-axis high speed CNC machines for the aerospace industry. Fast growing presence in the Midwest with several machines.

B C MACDONALD & COMPANY 723-726
ZACH HAMILTON 630-270-9455-C
1265 RESEARCH BLVD ST LOUIS, MO 63132
zach@bcmac.com BCMAC.COM

Founded in 1927, today B.C. MacDonald has 5 offices and 25 employees. Our expertise is QC gaging, machine tooling and coolant. Demos/trials are always available.

BELGER CARTAGE SERVICE, INC 404, 406
MARILYN SUTER 316-943-0101 316-943-4612-FAX
2555 S KESSLER CIRCLE WICHITA, KS 67217
msuter@belger.net BELGER.NET

Belger Cartage Service, Inc. provides crane services, machinery installation and de-installation, specialized heavy hauling and warehousing to customers in a wide range of industries.

BEPC 909, 911
BRIAN THIMESCH 316-942-8870 316-942-9737-FAX
3500 S HOOVER ROAD WICHITA, KS 67215
brian@bepcks.com BEPCKS.COM

BEPC is a premier line and batch powder coat company catering to large corporations and individuals alike. Quality and customer service is priority one.
Big Kaiser is a worldwide leader in high-precision tooling systems and solutions for the metalcutting industry that guarantee extreme accuracy and repeatability.

We supply lifting (wire, rope, chain, synthetic rope, hardware) load containment, load testing, lifting equipment rental.

Blackstone-NEY Ultrasonics is a leader in ultrasonic cleaning technology with a broad spectrum of ultrasonic technology available to meet the specific application needs.
BLAYLOCK GASKET & PACKING

JEFF CRAIG  817-244-8787  817-244-1885-FAX
3213 RAMONA DRIVE  FORT WORTH, TX  76116
sales@blaylockgasket.com  BLAYLOCK-GASKET.COM


BLUE SKIES LC

JOANNE GODFREY  816-305-1118
400 NW 11TH STREET, STE A  BLUE SPRINGS, MO  64015
joanneg@blueskieslc.com  BLUESKIESLC.COM

Blue Skies represents precision quality instrumentation like Nikon Metrology and SciAps Inc; bringing new technologies to customers solving their toughest metrology and materials analysis.

BODYCOTE THERMAL PROCESSING INC

GORDON RITTER  316-267-6264
1019 S MCLEAN BLVD  WICHITA, KS  67213
Gordon.ritter@bodycote.com  BODYCOTE.COM

Bodycote, the world’s largest provider of heat treatment and special thermal processing services, improves the properties of metals and alloys, extending the life of vital components for a wide range of industries.
Boedeker offers a 20-million-dollar inventory of engineering plastic and composite sheet, rod and tube, with cut to size service and same day shipping.

The companies within The Bradbury Group offer custom roll forming, custom dies and fixtures, roll forming equipment and coil processing equipment for a wide range of industries.

Data conversion service provider. BTCO saves you money by reducing time spent looking for compliance documentation, labor to manage records and wasted workspace.

Engineering solutions since 1978: CNC machining, high-speed micro-milling, Swiss turning, custom injection molding, welding services, industrial automation, engineering design. ISO 9001:2015 certified, ITAR compliant.
Carr Lane Manufacturing is a world leader for standard tooling components including quick change tooling plates, accessories, toggle clamps, modular fixturing and drill jig bushings.

Electropolish, pickle passivation and clean for oxygen service. Stainless steel and nickel material for all scopes of manufacturing for semiconductor, medical, pharmaceutical, vacuum, food and commercial industries.

CG Tech specializes in NC/CNC simulation and optimization software. CG Tech’s product, VERICUT software, simulates CNC machining to increase efficiency while reducing prove-outs, errors and potential collisions.

CLAUSE MANN & ASSOCIATES, INC 849-854
CURT LINDER 316-267-2272 316-267-8124
1720 E MORRIS ST WICHITA, KS 67211
sales@claudemann.com CLAUDEMANN.COM
A full-service industrial supplier plus superior customer service. Industrial supplies including cutting tools, assembly tools, abrasives and gaging.

COMPUTER AIDED TECHNOLOGY (CATI) 826, 828
888-308-2284 888-201-1642-FAX
165 N ARLINGTON HEIGHTS RD, STE 101 BUFFALO GROVE, IL 60089
info@cati.com CATI.COM
Computer Aided Technology (CATI) is an industry leading provider of product development solutions including Stratasys 3D printers, Desktop Metal 3D printers, Creaform 3D scanners and SOLIDWORKS software.
Concept Machinery is a full-service Mazak distributor in Kansas and Western Missouri. We have an excellent staff of service, application and sales engineers.

CoreHog specializes in high performance hard metal, soft metal cutting tools along with composites and honeycomb core cutting tools.

Crate Tech, Inc. is a full-service crating, packaging, kitting and metal fabrication company, providing the cutting edge technology in the crating industry. E.U. Certified.

Crossland Construction Company is ranked #64 in the nation’s top construction firms. We’re Real Builders with a passion for construction and building lifelong relationships.
CybertronIT solves business objectives with innovative technology solutions. Cybertron understands networking inside and out. Over 21 years of experience in IT. Nationally recognized computer manufacturer.

D3 Technologies
SCOTT BRADLEY     417-831-7171
4600 KEARNEY STREET, SUITE 100 SPRINGFIELD, MO 65803
scott.bradley@teamd3.com TEAMD3.COM
D3 is an engineering and design technology consulting company focused on discovering and overcoming manufacturing inefficiencies and helping companies develop and maintain lean engineering processes.

DATA FLUTE
TIM SCHEIB     717-692-8212
9 BETNR INDUSTRIAL DR PITTSFIELD, MA 01201
timscheib@heritagecutter.com HERITAGECUTTER.COM
Brubaker, Data Flute, Decatur Diamond and Weldon manufacture application specific, high performance cutting tools that cover a wide range of diameters, geometries, substrates and coatings.
DECO TOOL SUPPLY 731-736
CORY MILLER 316-558-8740   316-558-8743-FAX
425 S GREENWOOD WICHITA, KS 67211
cory.miller@decotool.com DECOTOOL.COM
We help our customers drive greater productivity, profitability and growth with over 1 million product offerings.

DESIGNS FOR TOMORROW 927
PAT MATTHEWS 314-432-5566   314-432-6757-FAX
2290 GRISSOM DRIVE ST LOUIS, MO 63146
pmatthews@d4ti.com D4TI.COM
Since 1958, our company has supplied precision components to the aerospace, military and medical industries. Our shop features the latest and most advanced CNC equipment.

DIAMOND SAW WORKS 850
ROY CULLETON 716-496-7417   800-237-8853-FAX
12290 OLEAN ROAD CHAFFEE, NY 14030
sales@diamondsaw.com DIAMONDSAW.COM
Diamond Saw Works, manufacturers of the Sterling line of industrial cutting bandsaw blades of all varieties and power tool accessories.

DXP 821
SHAYNE BELL 785-338-0738   913-888-0292-FAX
11691 W 85TH ST LENEXA, KS 66214
Sbell3@dxpe.com DXPE.COM
DXP is the industry leader in rotating equipment, B & PT, safety, metal working and industrial supplies.
DYNABRADE
ANDREW MANDELL 716-631-0100 716-631-2073-FAX
8989 SHERIDAN DRIVE CLARENCE, NY 14031
andy.mandall@dynabrade.com DYNABRADE.COM
Manufacturer of American made power tools including die grinders, disc sanders, random orbital sanders and abrasive belt tools. No obligation demonstrations will be offered.

DYNOMAX INC
MEGAN ZEIS 847-680-8833
1535 ABBOTT DRIVE WHEELING, IL 60090
info@dynomaxinc.com DYNOMAXINC.COM
Dynomax Inc. designs, manufactures and develops high-precision machined components, injection molding and tooling, sub-assemblies, automated work cells, specialty machines and machine tool spindles.

EAGLE FLUID POWER
CHARLES HUMMEL 479-263-4481 816-795-5660-FAX
4212 NE PORT DRIVE LEE’S SUMMIT, MO 64064
chummel@eaglefluidpower.com EAGLEFLUIDPOWER.COM
EFP is a complete distributor offering hydraulics, pneumatics, design, machining and fabrication. We offer value-added solutions that provide our customers an advantage in the market.
EARLE M JORGENSEN CO
MARK ZONNEFELD  816-483-4140  816-241-1020-FAX
1800 N UNIVERSAL AVE  KANSAS CITY, MO  64120
mzonnefeld@emjmetals.com  EMJMETALS.COM

EDISON LIGHTING SUPPLY
EDDIE PARISH  316-239-1361
1632 S WEST STREET, #6  WICHITA, KS  67213
sales@edisonls.com  EDISONLS.COM
Commercial and industrial grade LED lighting company, offering LED lighting solutions to save clients time, effort, energy and replacement dollars.

EMUGE CORP
STEVE WOERPEL  800-323-3013  508-595-3650-FAX
1800 CENTURY DRIVE  WEST BOYLSTON, MA  01583
steve.woerpel@emuge.com  EMUGE.COM
Emuge Corp., a technology and performance leader in its field, manufactures an extensive line of taps, thread mills, drills, end mills, toolholders, clamping devices and more.
Material handling solutions provider. The premier crane and hoist supplier. Gorbel, Demag and STAHL lifting equipment. Manipulators, storage solutions, automation, ASRS, installation, service and engineering.

Ernest Spencer is a large custom metal fabricator, with three locations in central Kansas, that specializes in all types of fabrications, including wet paint and powdercoat.

ESPRIT is a CAM solution that reads any CAD file to deliver accurate G-code for any machine tool. MRI is your ESPRIT support.

We offer innovative technical solutions. We offer the latest technology in physical security, including access control (door locks), cameras (with analytics) and artificial intelligence.
Located in Salina, Kansas, Exline Inc.’s 125,000 sq. ft. industrial facility offers complete machine shop capabilities, including industrial equipment repair and contracts parts manufacturing.

We are manufacturer’s representatives for Jergens workholding, Tanis brush, Fullerton Tool, Heule Tool and Rocky Mountain twist drill. Please stop by to discuss your applications.

The FARO® portfolio of 3D measurement hardware and software provide solutions for manual and automated inspection, plus actionable analysis to streamline efficiencies across the manufacturing process.
Fastems is the leader of factory automation systems to the aerospace industry. Fastems offers a complete line of flexible manufacturing systems and robotic solutions.

FIGEAC AERO NORTH AMERICA INC

Leader in global aerospace manufacturing providing turn-key solutions. Specializing in multi-axis machining capabilities, shot peen saturation and forming, chemical processing, NDT, paint and major assemblies.

FINITE ENGINEERING ASSOCIATES 3D, LLC

Finite Engineering is an outside design firm specializing in the development of machinery and equipment, providing engineering design and drafting for use by our clients.
FISCHER USA, INC  823, 824
BECKE PALMER  262-632-6173  262-632-6730-FAX
3715 BLUE RIVER AVENUE  RACINE, WI  53405
Info-fusa@fischerspindle.com  FISCHERSPINDLE.COM
Fischer USA Inc. is your full-service spindle partner. Providing quality repair on all makes and models, spindles for new applications and on-site technical support.

FIVES MACHINING SYSTEMS  639, 640
KIMBERLY PROPHETT  920-921-9400  920-906-2522-FAX
142 DOTY STREET  FOND DU LAC, WI  54935
Fivesmsi-sales@fivesgroup.com  FIVESGROUP.COM
Fives Machining Systems build profilers, gantries, machining centers, boring mills, vertical lathes and composite systems under renowned brands Cincinnati, Giddings & Lewis and Line Machines.

FORM SYSTEMS INC  006
SCOTT RUUD  316-522-9285  316-524-5124
P O BOX 16923  WICHITA, KS  67216
sruud@formsystemsinc.com  FORMSYSTEMSINC.COM
FOUR STATE INDUSTRIAL SUPPLY  
GREG WILSON  316-558-8225  316-558-8449-FAX  
1731 S EISENHOWER CT  WICHITA, KS 67209  
Greg.wilson@fourstateind.com  FOURSTATEIND.COM  

Supplying the latest in cutting tools from IMC Companies Iscar, Ingersoll and Tungaloy. Abrasives from Norton/Merit. Cutting fluids from Qualichem. High performance endmills from Helical Solutions and Garr Tool. Fasteners and hardware.

FRIENDS UNIVERSITY  
JILL MORGAN  316-295-5904  316-295-5050  
2100 W UNIVERSITY AVENUE  WICHITA, KS 67213  
jill_morgan@friends.edu  FRIENDS.EDU  

Friends University, a private Quaker-Christian university in the heart of Wichita; providing higher education and real-world experiences in our traditional, adult and graduate programs.

FULLER INDUSTRIES - COMMERCIAL PRODUCTS  
BRITTIANY HUGHES  800-848-4901  
info@fullercommercial.com  FULLERCOMMERCIAL.COM  

Premium-quality floor care, carpet care, disinfectant, aerosol, ready-to-use and specialty chemical products as well as equipment and accessories such as mops, brooms and brushes.

FULLER INDUSTRIES - CUSTOM PRODUCTS  
LISA MOEDER  800-227-2961  620-793-4522-FAX  
ONE FULLER WAY  GREAT BEND, KS 67530  
fullerinfo@fullerind.com  FULLERCUSTOMPRODUCTS.COM  

With over 100 years' experience Fuller Custom Products can make custom made brushes to meet your specifications or Private Label Chemicals.
GAGE MACHINE TOOL
JON DOELL 316-712-2656 913-894-1947-FAX
3450 N ROCK RD, SUITE 509 WICHITA, KS  67226
jdoell@gagemachinetool.com GAGEMACHINETOOL.COM
Gage Machine Tool provides sales, applications support, service and training for CNC machine tools specializing in Hurco, Automation and other builders.

GALAXY TECHNOLOGIES
PAUL MAPLES 316-841-4189 620-221-0913-FAX
1111 INDUSTRIAL RD WINFIELD, KS 67005
pmaples@galaxytool.com GALAXYTOOL.COM
For 30 years, Galaxy Technologies has supplied tooling for the aerospace and plastic industries. From detail to assembly, Galaxy can meet your manufacturing tooling requirements.

GARNER INDUSTRIES
JOHN KUNKLE 402-434-9101 402-434-9133-FAX
7201 N 98TH ST LINCOLN, NE 68507
garnerinfo@garnerindustries.com GARNERINDUSTRIES.COM
Founded in 1953, custom manufacturer offering plastic injection molding, precision machining of metals and plastics, custom tool building and wire EDM services.

GATEWAY WIRELESS & NETWORK SERVICES
SCOTT SELLERS 316-264-0037 316-264-9561
121 S LULU WICHITA, KS 67211
GATEWAYWIRELESS.NET
Gateway Wireless is a provider of surveillance video, access control, data communication cabling and commercial two-way radio sales, service and repair.
GoCreate is a creative community workspace, located on the campus of Wichita State, loaded with equipment for the sole purpose of bringing your ideas alive.

Grain Belt Supply Co, Inc

Laser, tube laser cutting, water jet and plasma cutting. Custom metal fabrication, powder coating.

Greenway Electric Inc

Greenway Electric is a design/build electrical contracting firm specializing in commercial, industrial and automation services including design and manufacturing of UL-listed control panels.

GTI Spindle Technology, Inc

Spindle remanufacturing – foreign & domestic; emergency repair services; preventative spindle maintenance & training; predictive spindle & machine technology; spindle upgrade services; new spindle retrofits.
A stocking distributor of more than 15,000 different products from the country’s leading manufacturers. GT Midwest can keep your production line and your operation running smoothly.

Guhring is one of the world’s leading suppliers of premium rotary cutting tools. Serving the automotive, aerospace and general manufacturing industries with globally positioned “State-of-the-Art Production”.

Exclusive dealer for Haas CNC machine tools covering Kansas, Missouri and S. Illinois. American made machine tools, manufactured in Oxnard, California.

Haimer is a first-class German manufacturer that produces high quality tool holders, shrink fit and balancing machines, 3D-sensors, cutting tools and now tool presetting machines.

Hainbuch America
Michael Larson  414-358-9550
W129 N10980 Washington Drive  Germantown, WI 53022
sales@hainbuchamerica.com  HAINBUCHAMERICA.COM

We revolutionize workholding processes worldwide and are pioneers and trendsetters for modern workholding solutions. Highest level of innovation with more than 150 patents.

Hajoca is a premier supplier of pipe, valves, fittings, and pumps serving the state of Kansas. Our expert industrial sales teams are ready to assist.

Hallservices, Inc
Doyle Lyon  316-945-4255  316-945-4494-FAX
1221 E Murdock  Wichita, KS 67214
hallindsvc@aol.com  HALLSERVICES.COM

Services we can provide to your company: fabrication, warehousing, plant relocation, machinery moving, overhead cranes as well as machinery repair in a cost-efficient manner.
Culligan Water, the leader in commercial and residential water conditioning for over 80 years. Only trust your water needs with the experts, Hall’s Culligan Water.

Wide belt sander of non-directionally deburring and edge rounding of metal application. Caliper solid wood, veneer, seal sanding and high gloss polishing.

Hardide applies REACH-compliant CVD tungsten carbide-based coatings suitable for hard chrome or HVOF replacement. Most common applications are sealing and bearing components.

A high-tech provider of pneumatics, motion and mobile controls, hydraulics, aluminum extrusions, robotics and automation solutions to serve customers and reach new areas of innovation.
Hartwig provides manufacturing solutions for turning, milling, grinding, multi-function, additive manufacturing and specialized high production machines. We have local service techs to support that equipment.

HTE Automation’s TECHTEAM application engineers optimize work-cell throughput, delivering rapid ROI by implementing leading technologies like COBOTS from our global leading manufacturers.

HTS Coatings is a full-service thermal spray, grinding, machining and welding facility. We specialize in preventing corrosion and erosion along with repair of parts.
Hy-Tech manufactures an extensive range of pneumatic power equipment and provides engineered solutions to a diverse group of Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) customers.

IBAG manufactures high speed spindles ranging in size of 16mm to 360mm with spindle speeds of 170,000 RPM and Witte vacuum work holding solutions.

Icon Machine Tool is a full-line distributor of metal fabrication equipment. We specialize in machinery for precision sheet metal, structural steel and ornamental iron.
ISO-certified custom manufacturer of precision sheet metal parts, machined parts and fabricated assemblies. In-house powdercoating. Full assembly services include sourcing and installing purchased components.

Midwest fabrication and machine shop that can provide custom parts finished and ready to attach to your products.

For over 125 years, Ingersoll Rand is the compressed air leader and the go to for turnkey systems, rentals, assessments and vacuum systems along with their industry leading service on all makes of equipment.

Designers and manufacturers of hydraulic, pneumatic, electronic systems for the agriculture, oil & gas, construction & off-road, food & packaging, mobile & industrial industries.

Manufacturer of high quality PCD and carbide cutting tools, specializing in aircraft applications.

ISCAR is about world class manufacturing & application of cutting tools, productivity, innovation and machining intelligently.
Johnson Gage and Inspection is an A2LA ISO17025 accredited company that provides quality calibrations and certifications in Kansas and beyond.

Metal fabrication to finish in diverse industries; complex weldments; robotic/CNC equipment. New power coating system. Max part size 10'Lx4'Wx5'H. Max weight 2,000 lbs.

Rotary screw compressors, Omega blowers, vacuum packages and mobile compressors. Parts and service on all brands.

The Midwest’s premier distributor of dust collector systems, air cleaners for industrial settings and industrial vacuum systems. Custom designs and engineering.
KANSAS OKLAHOMA MACHINE TOOLS, INC
513-522, 613-622
BILLY FARRIS 316-945-6800 316-945-7667-FAX
3427 W 30TH ST SO WICHITA, KS 67217
bill_farris@komt.com KOMT.COM

KOMT’s goal is to provide you with maximum value from the machine tools and services we offer. We work constantly to deliver that goal.

KANSAS STATE UNIVERSITY GLOBAL CAMPUS
075
LYDELL COX 785-532-5575
1615 ANDERSON AVENUE MANHATTAN, KS 66502
global@ksu.edu GLOBAL@KSU.EDU

K-State offers online bachelor’s, master’s and doctoral degrees and certificate and professional development opportunities for those who are unable to attend on-campus classes.

KANSAS STATE UNIVERSITY POLYTECHNIC
087
RAJU DANDU 785-304-0145
2310 CENTENNIAL ROAD SALINA, KS 67401
rdandu@ksu.edu SALINA.K-STATE.EDU

Kansas State University’s Polytechnic Campus is centered around the student experience in emphasizing innovative learning, real-world experiences and industry connections.

K-COE ISOM
544
DAVE BURGER 316-685-0222 316-685-1868-FAX
1605 N WATERFRONT PARKWAY, STE 200 WICHITA, KS 67206
burger@kcoe.com KCOE.COM

K-Coe Isom’s consultants and CPAs are passionate about delivering creative solutions to help manufacturing companies make better business decisions.
Keeptheheat is an energy efficient ventilation system. Removes smoke, exhaust or humidity from your facility without losing all your heat.

KOMA Precision is the exclusive importer, national distributor and service center for Tsudakoma rotary tables, Alberti & Romai angle heads, KOMA presetters and Swiss tools.

KYOCERA SGS Precision Tools is an ISO-certified leader of round solid carbide cutting tool technology selling into more than 60 countries.

Laird Plastics Kansas City is your “one source the right way” for plastic and fabrication requirements.
Automated cutting systems, Hypertherm plasma cutters, Miller robotic, MIG & TIG welding machines, portable magnetic drills, Lincoln MIG & TIG welding machines.

Calibration and certification lab NIST traceable and ISO 17025, we offer repair services and specialize in thread gaging and sell a full line of measuring tools gaging.

Full-service material handling company. From 50 lbs to 125,000 lbs. We have what you need to move it, store it and ship it. Supplier of quality material handling products. Unicarriers forklifts, Steel King racking, Rocla Agv automation and any other warehouse solutions you may need.
LIFT TRUCK CENTER
071, 072
RANDY SPEAR 316-942-7465 316-942-0211-FAX
4000 WEST 33rd CIRCLE SOUTH WICHITA, KS 67215
rspear@ltcenter.com LTCENTER.COM
Lift Truck Center Inc. is a full-service material handling equipment dealer representing Toyota and Doosan lift trucks, scissor lifts and industrial floor cleaning.

LOSCH ENTERPRISES 702
BROOKE GULLEDGE 925-984-1500
3761 LONG BRANCH EDWARDSVILLE, IL 62025
info@loschenterprises.com LOSCHENTERPRISES.COM
A manufacturers’ representative company representing ASG (precision torqueing tools), TORC (high torqueing non-impact wrenches), Simonds (pneumatic cutters/crimpers) and Treston (workbenches and tool storage solutions).

L S INDUSTRIES INC 727-730
LISA HARGROVE 316-265-7997 316-265-0013-FAX
710 E 17th STREET N WICHITA, KS 67214
sales@lsindustries.com LSINDUSTRIES.COM
L S Industries is a leading supplier of surface preparation equipment including shot blasters, washers and vibratory machines. Manufactured in Wichita, KS for over 40 years.

LYNN WELDING 935A
DARIUS KANIA 860-667-4400 860-667-3040-FAX
75 ROCKWELL ROAD NEWINGTON, CT 06111
Lynn Welding specializes in high quality welding services for the aerospace and military industries. Resistance spot and seam welding, GTAW welding and brazing.
MACHINEGLASSICT

DAN WHEELER  316-204-3111         JIM ROLLER  316-734-0863
319 S WASHINGTON         WICHITA, KS  67202
dan@machineglassict.com  jim@machineglassict.com
MACHINEGLASSICT.COM

MACHINEGLASSICT locally produces a ballistic quality replacement glass for the machine tool industry. Our products have unsurpassed strength, extreme clarity and longevity. Custom configurations available.

MACHINE TOOL SPECIALTIES

JACK DELAUGHTER/DENNY CREITZ  888-814-8451  918-622-4301
5280 S 100TH EAST AVE         TULSA, OK  74146
jackd@mtssales.com  MACHINETOOLSPECIALTIES.COM

Customer service priority #1. Machine Tool Specialties takes pride in the service and support that we provide our customers. We service and support Doosan and most all other machine tool brands. Call 888-814-8451.

MAPAL INC

LARRY CAMERON  810-364-8020
4032 DOVE ROAD         PORT HURON, MI  48060
info@mapal.com  MAPAL.COM

MAPAL is an international technology partner, supporting its customers with the development of efficient and resource-conserving machining processes using individual tool concepts.
Maruka USA Inc – CNC machines, automation and CMM’s. Our goal is your success!

World’s best workholding accessories! Dovetail serrated vise jaws. Quick vise handles and dovetail serrated strips for fixtures and vises.

MARKINBOX & PATMARK pin marking used to mark tags-parts-tooling. Provides increased traceability and can mark from plastics to metals 62RC.

Full-service machine tool solutions committed to 100% customer satisfaction. Serving Missouri, Kansas and Southern Illinois. Providing turnkey machining solutions, representing Marubeni Citizen-Cincom, Miyano, Enshu USA and Fanuc Wire EDM.
MEM INDUSTRIAL LLC
SCOTT ARNOLD 316-617-4920  AMY MILLER 316-201-6005
3029 W PAWNEE WICHITA, KS 67213
sales@memks.com MEMKS.COM

The industry-leading power transmission sales & service. We rebuild motors, gearboxes and pumps and also have a parts store.

MICRO AIR
BRANDON SANER 316-946-5875  316-219-2995-FAX
2009 S WEST ST WICHITA, KS 67213
info@microaironline.com MICROAIRONLINE.COM

Micro Air, a leading manufacturer of air cleaning, dust collection and filtration products for clean, safe work environments in all industrial manufacturing processes.

MID-AMERICA PUMP
BRUCE LOVELL 913-287-3900  913-287-6641-FAX
5600 INLAND DRIVE KANSAS CITY, KS 66106
bruce@midamericapump.com MIDAMERICAPUMP.COM

Mid-America Pump is a full-service equipment distributor of pumps, parts, accessories and service for all your fluid handling, processing and wastewater treatment needs.
Midvale Industries provides blasting equipment, blast media, parts cleaning, coating removal, coating equipment, pressure washers and more to the aerospace, finishing, foundry, automotive, manufacturing & coatings industries.

Midwest CAM Solutions (the leading provider of 3DS-GibbsCAM) has been serving the programming needs of Midwest manufacturers since 1991. Full support for all CNC programming!

Midwest Combustion Solutions is an industrial and commercial burner and boiler controls service group offering complete boiler-house solutions, specializing in high efficiency burners and controls.

Midwest Single Source provides online solutions for print, promotional, apparel and office supplies by part number all in one place for streamlined logistics.
MITEE-BITE PRODUCTS LLC
TIMOTHY KRAFTON 603-539-4538 603-539-2183-FAX
340 RT 16B CENTER OSSIPEE, NH 03830
tim@miteebite.com MITEEBITE.COM
Mitee-Bite is the innovator of compact low profile edge clamps geared towards improving productivity and providing solutions for difficult work holding applications.

MITSUI SEIKI USA INC
MATTHEW GIFFORD 201-337-1300 201-337-3680-FAX
563 COMMERCE STREET FRANKLIN LAKES, NJ 07417
mgifford@mitsuiseiki.com MITSUISEIKI.COM
CNC precision horizontal and vertical spindle machining centers with up to 5+ axis, CNC jig boring and jig grinding machines and CNC thread grinding machines.

M SQUARED SOLUTIONS INC
MICHAEL E MURRAY 847-721-3256 JOHN SNYDER 314-799-5635
2203 GREEN GLADE WAY WAUCONDA, IL 60084
mmurray@msquaredsolutions.net MSQUAREDSOLUTIONS.NET
MicroCentric, leader in precision air chucks, quick change collets chucks, diaphragm chucks and engineered workholding. Losma, multiple solutions of modular mist collection systems for machining.

MTTS II LLC
DANNY GREER 817-861-9748
1517 W CARRIER PARKWAY, #140 GRAND PRAIRIE, TX 75050
danny@mtts.net MTTS.NET
MTTS was established in 1985 to provide cost effective software solutions for manufacturers. We offer support, training and automation services to maximize your CNC investment.
Booth 646 – Rubber Supply’s Booth-Belting, conveyor display, chemical hose, industrial hose along with information regarding our new 6” industrial hose crimper for smooth and professional ends.

Booth 648 – Murdock Companies New Product Booth. Come by and see what is new in high force tools, motors, drives, bearings, pneumatics, reamers, cutters and more.

Booth 650 – Murdock Electric booth - featuring power transmission components from many major manufacturers.

Booth 745- Twin Power Booth-Enerpac is the industry standard for force hydraulic tool application and workholding equipment, ARO for cylinder needs along with many other hydraulic and pneumatic products.

Booth 747 – Murdock Electric has been providing motors, drives, belts, bearings, vibrators, seals, frequency drives, controls and chain of the highest quality since 1921.
Booth 749 – Murdock Industrial Booth-Featuring major lines like ISCAR with their carbide inserts, solid carbide drill bits and end mills. Along with Streaker tools.

NELSON SPECIALTIES
TERRY KLEIN 316-655-5833
8915 W MEADOW PARK WICHITA, KS 67206
Terry-jeanklein@peoplepc.com VECTORMOTORS@YAHOO.COM
U.S. Drivers VFD’s; FPZ Regen blowers; SAF Opal soft starters (Low and medium voltage); Metric motors and reducers; Lyco Wausau SS liquid ring vacuum pumps

NSK AMERICA
GREG NOTTOLI 800-585-4675
1800 GLOBAL PARKWAY HOFFMAN ESTATES, IL 60192
info@nskamericanacorp.com NSKAMERICANACORP.COM
NSK America offers high speed electric spindles up to 80,000 RPM for micro machining. NSK electric micro grinders are exceptional for deburring, polishing and engraving.

OMEGA TOOL MEASURING MACHINES
GERRY BRESKI 262-719-1903
101 PERINTON PARKWAY FAIRPORT, NY 14450
gbreski@omegatmm.com OMEGATMM.COM
USA made tool measuring and presetting solutions, including the new SOLIS combination heatshrink/presetting system. Machines, tool management & measuring software. Set-up reduction and tool conformance.
OPEN MIND provides technology-leading hyperMILL® CAM software. This covers 2.5 through 5-axis machining including high performance MAXX Machining modules with conical barrel applications.

Palmgren is a 100 year old company, manufacturing metalworking machinery and workholding products. CGW Abrasives manufactures bonded, coated and vitrified abrasives.

Sales and support of Solidworks CAD systems, Camworks CAD/CAM and Predator DNC & Data Collection software.

Founded in 1943, Paulo is one of the largest providers of heat treating, brazing and metal finishing solutions in North America.
POWDER METALLURGY COMPANY

ROBERT MOORE  972-436-3502  972-436-3505-FAX
201 E COLLEGE    LEWISVILLE, TX  75057
info@powdermetallurgyco.com    POWDERMETALLURGYCO.COM

Makers of component powder metal parts. Stainless
and alloy steels, brass and magnetic steels. Come
see the power of powder.

POWER TORQUE INC

MARVIN BALLARD  316-680-3539
11409 E TIPPERARY    WICHITA, KS  67206
marvin@powertorque.com    POWERTORQUE.COM

Power Torque is a leading independent power
transmission and automation distributor in the
Midwest. Power Torque, solving your power
transmission and automation problems since 1963.

PRINT SOURCE, INC (THE)

BEN COTT  316-945-7052  316-945-8076-FAX
404 S TRACY    WICHITA, KS  67209
sales@theprintsourcinc.com    THEPRINTSOURCEINC.COM

Locally-owned printer since 1947. Direct to part
printing, signs, decals, engraving, large-format,
screen printing and more. ITAR compliant,
ISO/AS9100 registered, authorized UL printer,
Metalphoto certified converter.
PRODUCTIVE TOOL PRODUCTS, INC 750, 752
MIKE GANDLMAYR 636-305-1200 636-305-1202-FAX
1075 HEADQUARTER PARK DR FENTON, MO 63026
mgandlmayr@ptpsystems.com PTPSYSTEMS.COM
Offering cutting edge assembly, material handling and quality assurance products from the world’s top manufacturers. Productive Tool Products, Inc.’s ISO certified specialists provide solutions for all your applications.

QTE MANUFACTURING SOLUTIONS 331-336
636-300-0560 636-300-0561-FAX
820 WESTWOOD INDUSTRIAL PARK DR ST CHARLES, MO 63304
marketing@qtemfg.com QTEMFG.COM
QTE provides software, support and training solutions for manufacturers. On display will be Mastercam 2020, Verisurf Metrology software, Octopuz offline robot programming and CIMCO Integration.

QUALITY TOOL SERVICE, INC 815
JEREMY NELSON 316-265-0048/316-295-9911-C 316-265-1917-FAX
1501 S HANDLEY WICHITA, KS 67213
jeremy@qualitytoolservice.com QUALITYTOOLSERVICE.COM
Quality Tool Service is one of the largest tool grinding operations in Kansas specializing in manufacturing carbide end mills, reconditioning and modifying of cutting tools.

REGO-FIX is a Swiss manufacturer of premium toolholding systems that excel with extraordinary reliability, high-precision and unmatched safety and simplicity.

RelaDyne is a leading provider of industrial lubricants and metal working fluids. Our Reliability Services platform provides on-site equipment reliability services.
ROHM PRODUCTS OF AMERICA, INC

MANDY GHEORGHIU 770-963-8440 770-963-8407-FAX
2500 NORTHLAKE DRIVE SUWANEE, GA 30024
sales@rohm-products.com ROHM-PRODUCTS.COM

German manufacturer of standard and special design quality workholding. Serving automotive, aerospace, oil, medical and general manufacturing industries for over 100 years. Thank you!

ROSENE MACHINE, INC

DENNIS ROSENE 402-791-2350 402-791-2346-FAX
2464 SOUTH 54TH ROAD FIRTH, NE 68358
dennis_rmi@diodecom.net ROSENEMACHINE.COM

CNC machine shop providing customers machined products with service, integrity and reliability using horizontal, vertical and turning machining centers.

RUSSELL MARKETING, INC

MIKE RUSSELL 314-210-6658
P O BOX 31339 ST LOUIS, MO 63131
russellmarketing@aol.com

Cutting tools

RYE DESIGN AUTOMATION SERVICES

ANDY FIEGENER 918-212-4954
802B W BLUESTARR DRIVE CLAREMORE, OK 74017
info@ryeok.com RYEOK.COM

Rye Design helps small and medium manufacturer’s battle low profitability and labor struggles through automation and robotics. Come talk to us about your automation needs.
Ryerson is a premier service company, providing distribution and value-added processing to satisfy the needs of customers who create products from metal products.

Sanilift Inc. – equipment moving. We have over 30 years experience. Whether it’s one machine or the whole shop, we’re the ones to call.

SCHUNK offers the world’s largest assortment of gripping systems and clamping technology from one source, with more than 11,000 standard components.
Conveyor system applications for automation solutions; tool and die supplies; pressroom equipment; material handling; tooling and precision grinding; built to print; mechanical and hydraulic metal stamping presses; CTL lines.

Epoxy, stained and polished flooring.

We invite you to visit booth 920 and see the Monsterballvise family of holding devices for positioning work and associated EIDOS products.

Setco designs, manufactures and services spindles, milling heads, slides and spindle/slide combinations for 350 brands thru 10 global locations.
SEWARD DEFENSE
ROGER SEWARD 316-749-8844
1945 S HYDRAULIC STREET WICHITA, KS 67211
sewarddefense@gmail.com SEWARDDEFENSE.COM
Seward Defense holds a class 7 firearms manufacturing license. We specialize in thin coat ceramic technology for the aerospace firearms and automotive industries with deep laser marking capabilities.

SHARPNING SPECIALISTS
LARRY BELL 316-945-0593 316-945-6530-FAX
2124 S EDWARDS WICHITA, KS 67213
sales@end-mill.com END-MILL.COM
New and custom end mills, CNC tool and cutter grinding, O.D. surface, shear, knife and saw grinding, wire EDM, new cutting tools, abrasives and tooling.

SHAPIRO METALS
JEFF COX 314-381-9300
9666 OLIVE BOULEVARD, SUITE 500 ST LOUIS, MO 63231
jcox@shapirometals.com SHAPIROMETALS.COM
Shapiro Metals creates customized sustainability programs for manufacturing partners across a broad range of industries, in addition to trading our materials with consumers across the globe.
Skarda Equipment Company & sister company CMDI, a full line industrial automation component & solutions provider focusing on electric, pneumatic and hydraulic methods for the manufacturing industry.

SMT CO

Over 40 years of machine tool sales, service and support. Exclusive distributor of Hyundai-Wia, Hanwha, Kingston, Omax waterjets, Cosen saws and more.

SMW Autoblok is a workholding company boasting the largest range of turning and stationary milling workholding on the market. We aim to better understand customer’s needs and exceed expectations.
Snap-on represents several brands that offer unique productivity solutions with a focus on torque products (measuring, recording and controlling), tool management and custom tool kits.

*This booth is outside the south door
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Spray Equipment and Service Center represents the major manufacturers associated with the application and transfer of finishes, adhesives, lubricants and solids.
SPS SPINDLE PARTS & SERVICE
MOE ST. ONGE 603-660-9061
30 LAMY DRIVE GOFFSTOWN, NH 03045
mstonge@spsspindle.com SPSSPINDLE.COM

SPS repairs all makes of CNC milling, turning and grinding spindles. We can also provide you with new spindles, ballscrews (new and used) and on-site taper grinding as well.

STARLINE
724-597-7800 724-916-2221-FAX
168 GEORGETOWN ROAD CANONSBURG, PA 15317
info@uecorp.com STARLINEPOWER.COM

With continued focus on flexibility, Starline’s customizable products allow site managers fast and easy reconfiguration of electric power for the changing requirements of industrial environments.

SUNFLOWER ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS LLC
GREG TOWSLEY 913-894-1442
17501 W 98TH STREET, #45-24 LENEXA, KS 66219
gtowsley@sunelecsys.com SUNELECSYS.COM

Sunflower Electrical Systems specializes in custom-made cables and harnesses built to meet a wide variety of specifications for applications in industrial and aerospace environments.

SUPERIOR TOOL SERVICE, INC
CHRISTIE WHITNEY 316-945-8488 316-945-8490-FAX
722 E ZIMMERLY WICHITA, KS 67211
orders@stsincusa.com SUPERIORTOOLSERVICE.COM

Superior Tool Service is a manufacturer of cutting tools, full-service grind shop, with distribution of all types of supplies for your shop.
T3, an innovation driven technology unit of Wichita State University, provides professional services for designing and developing websites, software, databases, business intelligence, apps and e-Learning solutions.

T & C MFG & OPERATING, INC
CLINT PANGBURN 620-792-2791 620-792-5706-FAX
1020 HOOVER ST/P O BOX 225 GREAT BEND, KS 67530
clintp@tcmfg.com TCMFG.COM
We are one of the leading manufacturers and distributors of irrigation gaskets, oilfield gaskets and custom molded products. “We mold ourselves to meet your needs”.

TECHNIKS TOOL GROUP
ALAN WAINWRIGHT 816-918-0073 317-803-8001-FAX
9930 EAST 56TH STREET INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46236
info@techniksusa.com TECHNIKSTOOLGROUP.COM
Techniks Tool Group is the North American industry leader in high quality branded tool holding and workholding solutions for demanding and high precision CNC applications.
Technogenia’s Lasercarb® cladding process strategically applies Technolase® powders with Spherotene® tungsten carbide to the surface of critical components to protect against abrasion, erosion and impact.

Thermwood offers both three and five axis CNC machining centers and large scale additive manufacturing systems ideally suited for a variety of industries.

For more than 44 years, Thrasher has helped homeowners preserve and improve the value of their homes using proven basement waterproofing and structural repair solutions.


The Tool House is the Midwest’s most reliable, customer focused assembly, material handling, industry 4.0, ergonomics and service and repair integrator and manufacturing partner.
Trane Rental Services provides temporary, scalable cooling, heating, power and compressed air from standard applications to complex situations for short or long-term needs.

TRI-V TOOL & MFG CO
BOB WOOD 402-669-7255 402-895-5000-FAX
13434 CENTECH ROAD OMAHA, NE 68138
bobw@tri-vtool.com TRI-VTOOL.COM

TRI-V has 120 employees in Omaha. Specializing in tooling, weld, assembly and inspection fixtures, molds, dies, automation and 5 axis waterjet. Wiring harnesses and LED lighting.

TW METALS INC
TORIAN KEEN 316-744-5011 484-359-9322-FAX
1200 E BLAKE DRIVE WICHITA, KS 67219
Torian.keen@twmetals.com TWMETALS.COM

TW Metals, a leading global distributor of specialty metals! TW stocks and processes tube, bar, extrusions, sheet/plate in stainless, aluminum, nickel, titanium and carbon alloys.
UNDERGROUND VAULTS & STORAGE INC
JONI MINGLE 316-838-2121 316-832-9547-FAX
707 EAST 33RD STREET NORTH WICHITA, KS 67219
storage@undergroundvaults.com UNDERGROUNDVAUTS.COM

Since 1959, UV&S has provided records and information management solutions to clients worldwide. Our services include records and data storage, destruction and IT services.

UNIVERSAL TOOL-FLORIDA PNEUMATIC-JIFFY AIR TOOL
JOHN PICKHARDT 800-327-9403 561-575-9134-FAX
851 JUPITER PARK LANE JUPITER, FL 33458
john@florida-pneumatic.com FLORIDA-PNEUMATIC.COM

Complete offering of pneumatic tools for aircraft fastener installation and drilling in limited access areas as well as a full offering for general production.

US BANK EQUIPMENT FINANCE
PAUL MERSHON 913-814-3940 800-814-3940-FAX
7508 W 143RD TERRACE OVERLAND PARK, KS 66223
paul.mershon@usbank.com US BANK.COM

US Bank Equipment Finance is committed to helping businesses finance manufacturing equipment. Our industry specialists provide you with equipment financing solutions to help you cut costs and operate more efficiently.
Vallen is a national industrial distributor specializing in metalworking, plant operations and safety products with a complete offering of innovative supply chain solutions.

Veritiv is a leading distributor of packaging and facility solutions. Our teams of highly trained-certified LEAN advisors – specialize in identifying and reducing waste.

Electronic printed circuit board assembly (SMT, through-hole and mixed); wiring and cable harnesses; box build and system integration, prototypes, low to high volumes; functional testing, encapsulation and coating processes. ISO 9001:2015 certified.
The Whittemore Co. are manufacturers’ representatives specializing in problem solving applications. At WITS, we are showing Dormer Pramet, Kurt Manufacturing, Lyndex-Nikken and Riten Industries.

WMA has worked over the past 102 years to promote manufacturing in the greater South Central KS region.

For more than 90 years, WIDIA has defined excellence in technology. A leader in turning, milling, holemaking, tapping and tooling systems. We provide innovative solutions.
WIESE USA
BRIAN MENHUSEN 316-942-1600 316-942-1688-FAX
1446 S FLORENCE WICHITA, KS 67209
bmemhusen@wieseusa.com WIESEUSA.COM

Wiese is the Midwest’s leading material handling equipment company and authorized dealer for Caterpillar and Mitsubishi forklifts. Meeting all material handling needs – docks, doors, racking, and sweeper/scrubbers.

WIKUS SAW TECHNOLOGY CORP
NATHAN WHEELER 630-766-0960 630-766-0996-FAX
700 W BELDEN AVE ADDISON, IL 60101
kelliegrensg@wikussawtech.com WIKUSSAWTECH.COM

WIKUS is a leading manufacturer of band saw blades worldwide, by providing maximum precision, quality and performance. Visit us to optimize your cutting process.

WITS EXHIBITOR SERVICES DESK
The WITS Committee booth, located in the lobby, will provide additional badges, coordinate freight shipping requests and answer exhibitors’ questions.

WM F HURST CO, LLC
KEVIN OWEN/MARK KOSTER 316-207-2063 316-650-8126
2121 SOUTHWEST BLVD WICHITA, KS 67213
kent@wmhurst.com markk@wmhurst.com WMHURST.COM

The Wm. F. Hurst Co. is the premier source for power-feed drilling; cutting tools; assembly tools; machine tooling; cutting and grinding fluids; power tools; abrasives and other industrial supplies.
The mission of WSU Tech is to provide quality higher education and leadership in workforce training that supports economic development for a global economy.

Xebec Deburring Technologies offers deburring and surface finishing solutions that improve manufacturing productivity and reduce costs. Our focus is value added solutions for machined parts.

YG1 is a world supplier of cutting tools. The largest end mill maker in the world. YG makes carbide end mills, taps, hi performance drilling tools, carbide inserts and HSK, Cat and BT shrink fit tool holders.
ZEISS, CARL ZEISS INDUSTRIAL METROLOGY LLC 055
AARON LUTER 314-488-0492 763-533-0129-FAX
6250 SYCAMORE LANE NORTH MAPLE GROVE, MN 55369
metrology@zeiss.com ZEISS.COM/METROLOGY
ZEISS ensures standards of quality wherever maximum precision is a must: with multidimensional measurement machines, metrology software and microscope systems for research and material inspection.

ZEPHYR TOOL GROUP 851
CORKY POST 310-410-4907 310-410-2913-FAX
201 HINDRY AVE INGLEWOOD, CA 90301
sales@zephyrtoolgroup.com ZEPHYRTOOLGROUP.COM
Zephyr Tool Group brands include Lok-Fast aerospace fastener installation tools, Kwik-Lok temporary fasteners, Zephyr Aerospace tools for hole preparation and Zephyr Industrial for screwdriver bits.

ZIMMERMANN INC 032, 033
CORNELIUS KIESEL 248-305-9707 248-305-9751-FAX
30587 CENTURY DRIVE WIXOM, MI 48393
info@zimmermann-inc.com ZIMMERMANN-INC.COM
Our gantry milling machines and horizontal machining centers are used for the machining of large complex parts common in the aerospace and automotive industry.
Zoller Inc. is widely known as the global market leader in tool measuring, presetting machines and inspection machines as well as tool management software.

ISO 9001:2015 certified, ITAR registered, manufacturer of precision machined components for aerospace, aircraft, medical, defense and high-tech industries; wire EDM (5+1 axis), sinker EDM (4+1 axis), EDM drilling, CNC milling (4+1 axis), CNC turning (7 axis)
Additional Exhibitors

DIGITAL OFFICE SYSTEMS 069
NICOLE HOLT 316-262-7700
530 S HYDRAULIC WICHITA, KS 67211
nholt@dosks.com DOSKS.COM
Digital Office Systems helps businesses reduce downtime caused by printer and computer issues by providing proactive monitoring services.

INA ALERT INC 036
JAKE STRECKER 620-564-3766
112 N MAIN, P O BOX 96 ELLINWOOD, KS 67526
jake@inaalert.com INAALERT.COM
We specialize in surveillance cameras, access door control, messaging software, emergency alerts, camera monitoring and nurse call.

MAX AEROSTRUCTURES 948
JULIE KERR 316-260-6588
8219 W IRVING STREET WICHITA, KS 67209
Julie.kerr@maxaero.com MAXAERO.COM
Established in 1974, the Wichita Industrial Trade Show (WITS) has become a significant marketplace in the heartland of Mid-America for buyers, manufacturing sources, industrial material, machinery and equipment. The show offers a dual opportunity for exhibitors from all sectors of our industrial community to present their products and services and for professionals of all levels to view the exhibits.

The Wichita Industrial Trade Show, Inc. is sponsored by the Institute for Supply Management-Wichita and the Society for Advancement of Manufacturing as a non-profit fund raiser to support their associations and community projects. Specifically, monies from the show are used for scholarships at area colleges and universities and for various educational seminars, materials and activities.

Show management is provided solely by volunteers and employees of various companies in the community, who know how important it is to have an opportunity to keep abreast of the latest advancements in automation technologies which allow manufacturing competition throughout the world. The WITS management and exhibitors are committed to the common goal of making our community a better place to live, work and enjoy.
WITS 2019 PLANNING COMMITTEE

OFFICERS
Don Lenhart Co-Chairman/SAM
Gene Sharp Co-Chairman/ISM-W
Debbie Jarrell, Textron Corporate Treasurer
Sonya Kellogg, Harper Trucks Corporate Secretary

BOOTH SALES - Dianna Wolf

MOVE IN/MOVE OUT - Jeremy Wolf, Max Aerospace

ELECTRICAL - Bob Cropp

CONCESSIONS - Brad Unruh, Textron

REGISTRATION VOLUNTEERS
Jeremiah Heredia, Excel Ind.

REGISTRATION & LEAD RETRIEVAL - Reed Bennett

SECURITY/TRANSPORTATION
John Rice, Spirit Aerosystems

SEMINARS/HOTELS - Terry Klein, Nelson Specialties

LAYOUT - Gerald Springob

ADVERTISING - Carl Warne, GKN Aerospace

SIGNAGE - Peggy Bennett

EXHIBITOR SERVICES BOOTH - Sharon Cropp
SEMINAR SCHEDULE

Tuesday, October 22nd

1:30 PM -- U S Bank
Current Global Economic Trends
Room 101A

Hall’s Culligan Water
How water quality impacts performance
Room 101B

3:00 PM – QTE
Master Cam
Room 101A

RelaDyne Reliability Services
Trends regarding “system varnish”
Room 101B

4:30 PM – WIDIA Products Group
Understanding HSM
Room 101A

Veritiv Corp
Lean principles
Room 101B

Wednesday, October 23rd

10:30 AM – QTE
Mastercam
Room 101A

Hall’s Culligan Water
How water quality affects performance
Room 101B
12:00 PM – RelaDyne Reliability Services          Room 101A
Preventing problems with metalworking fluids

WIDIA Products Group          Room 101B
Understanding HSM

1:30 PM – U S Bank         Room 101A
Current Global Economic Trends

Aries Alliance / Cyril Bath      Room 101B

3:00 PM – Veritiv Corp  Room 101A
Lean principles

Cybertron          Room 101B
Cybersecurity

Thursday, October 24th

10:30AM – Kansas Oklahoma Machine Tool    Room 101A
Fagor Controls – Their Unique Features

CATI          Room 101B
What’s new in the world of manufacturing

12:00PM – Kansas Oklahoma Machine Tool    Room 101A
Fagor 5-axis systems and axis tuning